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Improving automation standards via semantic modelling: Application to ISA88. 

 

Abstract 

Standardization is essential for automation. Extensibility, scalability, and reusability are 

important features for automation software that rely in the efficient modelling of the addressed 

systems. The work presented here is from the ongoing development of a methodology for semi-

automatic ontology construction methodology from technical documents. The main aim of this 

work is to systematically check the consistency of technical documents and support the 

improvement of technical document consistency.  The formalization of conceptual models and 

the subsequent writing of technical standards are simultaneously analyzed, and guidelines 

proposed for application to future technical standards. Three paradigms are discussed for the 

development of domain ontologies from technical documents, starting from the current state of 

the art, continuing with the intermediate method presented and used in this paper, and ending 

with the suggested paradigm for the future. The ISA88 Standard is taken as a representative case 

study. Linguistic techniques from the semi-automatic ontology construction methodology is 

applied to the ISA88 Standard and different modelling and standardization aspects that are worth 

sharing with the automation community is addressed. This study discusses different paradigms 

for developing and sharing conceptual models for the subsequent development of automation 

software, along with presenting the systematic consistency checking method. 

1. Introduction 

In order to manage production processes efficiently, industrial plants need to be automated 

and continuously improved [1]. From Purdue reference model [2] to enterprise-batch control 

standards [3–5], industrial plants have undergone standardization and implemented sophisticated 

automation systems. ISA Standards address batch control systems and especially ISA88 [3], 

which is used in batch facilities and affects the plants design and processes [6–8]. Additionally, 

different systems need to be integrated not only for data management but also sharing the 
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functionality [9] and this can be conducted different systematic integration techniques such as 

agent based techniques [10], hence conceptual models in standards need to be consistent. 

The use of standards is one of the modern accomplishments of industrial activities [11]. In the 

era of research and mass production, a huge number of products are being manufactured by 

multiple devices performing the same operation [12]. One of the strengths of standardization is 

the provision of a context where devices can be interchanged for performing the same task, as all 

of them will understand instructions in the same way. That is, they share the same view of 

reality: the one that is established by the standard [13–15]. Furthermore, there are various 

guidelines for writing standards [16–18],  aiming to define a way of explaining things that strive 

for precision and avoid ambiguity; yet, they do not discuss on conceptual models and modelling. 

It is generally accepted that semantic modelling is a mature technology in automation. It is 

broadly used as a unifying tool when managing sequential function charts [19], for ensuring 

systems integration and operability [20], to provide connection between models with standards 

[21], or to integrate metamodels in control loops [22]. Moreover, it is also studied to improve the 

event-driven control systems since the interpretations from different team members in batch 

industry exist for creating specifications [23]. However, the capacity to ensure a very high level 

of conceptual consistency throughout the system plays an essential role in the implementation of 

the different concepts suggested in a standard [24]. This is also true for the concepts defined by 

the ISA88 Standard [6], which is the representative case addressed in this study. Towards this 

end, this work provides a first approach to the construction of conceptual models from technical 

standards, as well as an innovative reverse approach, which is the systematic analysis and 

improvement of the text of the standard using the semantic domain knowledge. 

Domain ontology development is an active research area nowadays. There are works applied 

to other domains to create ontologies [25–27], but it is hard to find applications in a same 

domain allowing rigorous comparative studies. Furthermore, to the best knowledge of the 

authors, no investigation reports the use of an ontology as an aid for improving the formalization 
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and writing of automation standards. Next, some paradigms are presented in this article in order 

to contextualize, discuss and explain the formalization of conceptual models. 

1.1. Paradigms 

The effort of writing a standard for automation is overwhelming. It requires the team effort of 

the best experts in a domain to agree and to describe a model of how systems and processes 

work in the most clear and precise way. In order to explain the current situation and propose 

improvements, three paradigms are next discussed (Figure 1). 

Paradigm 1 illustrates the current state of the art in technical standard development. 

Currently, domain experts have to make agreements for writing technical documents (standards). 

A conceptual model needs to be fit to their particular views of the world, and outlying views 

need to be identified and discarded, in the same way equations are fit to data. This conceptual 

model has to be flexible enough to allow all the different visions of the problem, but precise 

enough to prevent misinterpretations. Once such a technical document is written, approved, and 

available, area experts read it and strive to produce standard-complying developments. Thus, 

automation experts develop automation code according to their own interpretation of the 

standard and to a specific purpose to solve an automation problem. 

Paradigm 1 poses three main problems (Figure 1). The first one is the inherent ambiguity of 

natural language (NL) in which the document defining the standard is founded. Even the most 

careful technical writing suffers a certain degree of imprecision. The second problem is the 

interpretation of the text, which is done by the reader based on her/his own understanding and 

her/his pre-conceptions, as well as on the purpose behind the reading effort. The third problem is 

that the reader (i.e. the area expert) should also be the code developer. Having these two 

proficient technical profiles is unlikely, and separating them is desirable. 

In order to avoid the problems of Paradigm 1, Paradigm 2 is suggested and depicted in Figure 

1. The method presented in this paper is depicted as the second paradigm, which supports 

conceptual consistency of already established technical standards. Hence, a semi-automatic 
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methodology enables developing an ontology from the text of the standard and the aid of a team 

of area experts understanding the standard. The aim of this procedure is to establish a sole 

interpretation of the world, so that different codes can be developed for different purposes, just 

like in Paradigm 1, using the ontology as the underlying knowledge source. Accordingly, the 

area experts, who interpret the standard to create the ontology, and the code creators, who only 

need the ontology as input for their automation code, became separate roles. It is worth 

mentioning at this point other efforts for creating conceptual representations of standard systems 

such as B2MML [28] and SysML [29]. 

Regarding further development, this paper suggests a further evolution step into Paradigm 3 

(Figure 1). Once a team of domain experts meets and commits to compile a text for establishing 

a standardized view of a domain, the effort of developing an ontology in parallel is easily 

affordable, while the benefit would be significantly increased. The ontology establishes without 

the inherent ambiguity of NL one concrete view of a domain. In a single step, two standard 

contents could be established for a consistent interpretation of reality: one for humans to read, in 

NL, and another readily usable for automation without ambiguities. 

Three main advantages can be envisaged for the application of the proposed methodology 

depicted in Paradigm 2. First, a normative document can easily lead to an ontology of the 

domain helping programmers to develop standard-complying software. Secondly, an ontology 

can help domain experts to interpret a normative document in a precise and simpler way. Finally, 

a semantic analysis based on the ontology may produce useful feedback for producing an 

improved version of the normative document written in NL. This feedback from the ontology to 

the written document is a novel and an original approach to enhance standardization in the field 

of automation.  

1.2. Why ontologies? 

Any text written in NL is intrinsically ambiguous and imprecise. NL is not the best tool for 

establishing a view of a domain that is the result of an agreement among the experts in technical 
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domain, but it has been the best available tool for the latest millennia. If the intention is to 

transmit the knowledge to other persons, NL is the best medium available [30]. If NL is 

considered as a way of representing events or entities of the real world in terms of human 

language, the mapping is not bi-univocal: a linguistic unit (a word, a phrase, a sentence) can 

refer to different real world units (polisemy) while a real world unit can be uttered in NL using 

several variants (synonymy). Table 1 summarizes the main differences between textual 

documents and ontologies. Given NL inherent ambiguity, there is no mechanism to validate and 

ensure that the mental models built by different readers from the same text match. Thus, texts 

seem not enough for automation systems; they are intended and satisfactory for transmitting 

knowledge to humans. 

Ontologies, on the other hand, are formal representations of a domain [31]. They do not carry 

the problems of synonym, polysemy, ellipsis or implicit knowledge. Ontologies represent 

concepts in a unique way by means of their relations to other concepts. Although concepts may 

be identified by words of NL, ontologies allow differentiating only one sense among all the 

senses a word may have: synonymy has to be represented as a relation between concepts. 

Ellipsis or implicit knowledge does not occur in an ontology, all knowledge must be explicitly 

represented, due to the closed world assumption usually accepted.   

Researchers are using ontologies for coordinating multiple standards and models [32]. In the 

process of writing a standard, the use of ontologies from the very beginning removes the effects 

of inconsistencies between models, the confusion resulting from synonymy, and eventual 

terminological conflicts not only between different hierarchical levels, but also between different 

standards. In the field of Process Systems Engineering, several works [33–36] have recently 

used ontologies to (i) build intelligent software systems; (ii) use them as a support tool for 

systematic analysis of data; (iii) use them as a knowledge management tool; and (iv) address an 

emerging technology to look beyond the traditional modelling and solution methods. 
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This paper presents results circumscribed to Paradigm 2 in Figure 1Error! Reference source 

not found., obtained from processing the text of ISA88 and extracting an ontology representing 

the knowledge in it. This work is aimed at demonstrating that ISA88 Standard consistency could 

be assessed from the point of view and formalisms of ontology development. Undefined 

concepts, extended use of synonymy, and misleading use of adjectives have been detected in the 

document, which have been identified as problems, not only for the implication of automatic 

processes, but also for human readers. Thus, this article contributes an analysis and suggestions 

for developing technical standards. On the other hand, the ISA88 Standard should be considered 

as a first case study for a research line, and the learning outcomes from this work are expected to 

be of practical interest to further ontology developments from other technical documents. 

2. Methodology 

The main objective of the presented method is to systematically check the consistency of 

technical documents and provide hints for consistency improvement. This novel methodology is 

based on the use of semantic analysis and semi-automatic ontology construction procedures, and 

it has been developed by extending previous partial developments [37,38]. This method is 

applicable to a large set of engineering problems such as the standards ISA88 and ISA95, and 

other technical documents and situations where a model of an application exists. In order to 

show the capabilities and efficiency of this method, this paper presents an application to a case 

of interest for the automation community (ISA88 Standard). 

Figure 2 briefly depicts the idea of this methodology. When an informal model seems to exist 

and appears to be of practical interest, standardization is developed with the consensus of 

domain experts to produce a technical document attempting to define a unified version of it 

(Model A). The presented methodology starts executing an automatic procedure with the 

technical document. With this automatic procedure (Section 2.2.1) an ontological model (Model 

B1) is produced. Afterwards, a semi-automatic procedure is followed to remove mistakes from 

the automatic procedure and to clear the ambiguity of NL (Section 2.2.2). In this step, Model B2 
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is also investigated to detect inconsistencies directly derived from the technical document. As 

the model formalized as ontology has a clear view of concepts and relations identified from the 

technical document, issues can be detected straightforwardly as given in the application of the 

methodology in Section 3. Since the purpose of this methodology is to distinguish these issues 

and to suggest improvements, in the final step, text and real-world model improvements are done 

according to the detected inconsistencies.  

The fully-automatic creation of ontologies by mining a large set of assorted documents may 

retrieve a lot of irrelevant and spurious data and generate a lot of noise. For that reason the 

methodology has the assumption that an intelligent selection of texts will reduce noise and allow 

fast and straight identification of concepts and relations by pattern matching methods1. The 

meaningful and large amount of relations obtained from ISA88 indicate that a technical standard 

is a proper resource to extract ontological information, to minimize noise and capture significant 

information. With the presented methodology, the semantic applications are implemented both 

ways: not only to create a robust formalized model, but also to detect the inconsistencies and to 

correct the main model existing behind this model. 

Certainly, automatically building general ontologies from assorted textual sources (i.e. the 

Internet) has been achieved by computer science and has been reported [27,39,40]. However, 

this is the first time that it is used to derive a conceptual model from a normative text and to 

correct this model. This idea, which may be regarded as a scientific concept or an engineering 

application, or both, can be exploited to create more robust models, as well as to improve the 

internal and external consistency of the normative text. Next ontological models, automatic and 

semi-automatic procedures are explained.  

2.1. Ontological Models 

After the semi-automatic procedure, Model B2 is formed in an ontological model. Formally, 

an ontology is described by: 

                                                           
1
 To check this hypothesis, the same methodology is applied to a play by Shakespeare and the result was the 

outcome of zero taxonomical relations [38]. 
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                        (1) 

where the ontology model, O, consists of a set of concepts, C; a set of individuals I, which are 

instances of concepts; a set of object properties P, which describe features of a concept or an 

individual, or relations between them; a set of data properties, D, which describe the data 

associated to a concept or an individual; and a set of axioms, A, defined over  

that represent rules and restrictions of the model [41]. The present work is based on an ongoing 

methodology development, and an ontology that is not finished. The development concentrates 

on the set of concepts, C, and a property: the is-a2 relation that generates a taxonomy from the 

text by connecting a concept and its super-concept. is-a relation and it’s extraction from the 

ontology is further explained in the following section. 

2.2. Automatic and Semi-Automatic Procedures 

The general procedure is depicted in Figure 3 where the different steps are explained along 

with particular examples of each step. Then, automatic and semi-automatic steps are respectively 

implemented.   

2.2.1. Automatic Procedure 

The automatic part involves the selection of phrases, the parsing and the pattern matching.  

Selection of phrases: First, the main patterns are determined by pre-processing the text in 

order to cluster the verbal relations and to eventually determine other important patterns 

occurring in the text. For instance, clustering is done to identify the verb ‘to be’ by gathering 

instances of related verbal forms used in the text such as ‘is’, ‘are’, ‘be’, ‘been’. After the pre-

processing, approximately one fourth of verbal relations in ISA88 are found to belong to the 

relation pattern, followed by approximately a 5% of verbal forms belonging to the part-of 

relation pattern. The rest of the relations are still an open issue to be clustered and used to 

improve the ontological model.  

                                                           
2
 Relations are given without a tilde and a dash is used to separate the words such as is-a, part-of. 
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The is-a relation is the most important relation and it is the only relation that all the concepts 

have. This relation creates the taxonomical structure in an ontology and builds its skeleton (as 

explained in semi-automatic procedure section).  All concepts in the ontology are related via this 

relation, which is also called taxonomic relation and builds the main structure of the ontology 

[42]. The part-of relation, also called meronymy [43], is the second relation. It is not a complete 

relation, as is-a is, since many concepts are not composites. These is-a and part-of relations 

construct the generic relations [44]. For specific domains, many generic relations are of interest, 

but additional specific relations also exist, which can be obtained using specific extraction 

techniques. For instance, within the medical domain a relation ‘has adverse effect’ can be 

defined between the concepts ‘drug’ and ‘clinical sign’. In the batch control domain a Process 

can consist of a sequence of (sub)-processes (meronymic relation), an Equipment is-used for a 

Procedure, or a Recipe is-described a Procedure (both domain-specific relations)  [45].  

Moreover, Hearst [42] proposes a way of detecting the taxonomic relation is-a by means of a 

small set of highly precise patterns including two place holders that should be mapped to two 

entities in the domain. This involves the lexical and grammatical analysis of the text in order not 

only to identify syntagmas and verbs, but also to relate them in sentences, from which they can 

be extracted to form single or multiword concepts. For instance the pattern ‘<X> is-a <Y>’, 

contains the placeholders <X> and <Y> and matches the text ‘A general recipe is a type of an 

equipment independent recipe’, from which the relation is-a between GeneralRecipe and 

EquipmentIndependentRecipe’ could be extracted. For this part of the methodology the most 

important generic relation, is-a, is considered and taxonomical model is created.  

Parsing: The text is prepared for pattern matching. The tool Pyparsing [46] is used to parse 

the text. As a result, the parsed text is ready for matching the patterns decided in the selection of 

phrases step.   

Pattern Matching: Since the is-a relation is selected to continue in order to build the 

taxonomy, some patterns are determined to extract these relations. The is-a relation establishing 
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the taxonomy is found also expressed by further textual resources, such as the colon (:) or the 

same ‘such as’. Pattern matching is extended to include them. 

2.2.1. Semi-Automatic Procedure 

The detected concepts and relations undergo the semi-automatic procedure. First, the skeleton 

of the ontology is build; this includes changing the format of concepts and relations to the formal 

way required by the ontology. Then, necessary commonsense knowledge (taken from the text) is 

added, and the ontology is accordingly pruned to remove the confusing relations. Finally, 

detecting inconsistencies by inspection, the last and crucial procedure in this work is conducted. 

Building the skeleton: As it is stated before, taxonomical relation (is-a) creates the skeleton of 

an ontology and reflects almost all concepts in the source. In this step, concept-relation-concept 

pairs detected from the automatic procedure are investigated and purified from the errors of the 

automatic procedure, such as textual reading mistakes, conversion errors, etc. Afterwards, all the 

concepts and their relations are introduced to Protégé to formalize the skeleton of the ontology. 

Introducing commonsense knowledge: In the detection of relations and concepts, a complex 

lexical and grammatical analysis is required in order to detect the syntagmas and verbs involved. 

Concepts having more than one noun and adjectives whose combination create a new meaning 

are moved to proper places in the ontology. For example, GeneralRecipe and Recipe concepts 

are different concepts and have the is-a relation. This information is not explicitly written in the 

technical document since commonsense leads to this conclusion. Moreover, more complicated 

concepts like ‘and’ or ‘or’ connections can be detected as ‘<X>’ where a separation is needed. In 

this case, concepts are separated and new relations are created.  

Pruning: Some pruning is required after the previous steps. Some relations can be mutually 

inferred with the appropriate axioms, and subsumed relations can be removed from the ontology.  

Detecting inconsistencies: Detecting inconsistencies is the last step for completing the 

ontology. Yet, a lot of work needs to be done in order to enrich the ontology with more kinds of 

relations, enhancing its representation capacity. However, this is out of the scope of this paper 
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and does not affect the presented conclusions. Topological analysis allows detecting cases for 

which a concept has several super-concepts; these cases have to be analyzed individually in 

order to decide whether the case is correct or not. The procedure for detecting inconsistencies is 

based on analyzing the super-concepts of the concepts. From an ontological view, one concept 

can belong to several super-concepts, but the most frequent case is that a concept has only one 

super-concept. Analysis of the methodology and examples from inconsistent cases are given in 

Section 3.  

3. Application of the Methodology and analysis of ISA88 Batch Control Standard 

This section presents the analysis of inconsistent cases performed after the development of 

the ontological model as described in the previous section. The study has been limited to the 

normative concepts (i.e. the concepts defined in the standard) and it allows suggesting ways to 

enhance the procedure for creating standards by means of additional guidelines of good 

practices. For comparative purposes, this work uses the 2006 and 2010 versions of ISA88 Part 1  

(ISA88R2006 [47] and ISA882010 [3]), and the latest version of Part 2 [48], Part 3 [49] and Part 

4  [50]. For the sake of clarity, abbreviations and definitions are given in the glossary section. 

3.1. Ontological Model 

The methodology applied to the four parts of ISA88 resulted in a set C of 465 concepts 

interrelated via 544 relations. 290 of these relations are type of is-a and 254 relations are object 

properties P, which leads to meronym relation (part-of). All the concepts from the ISA88 

Standard are introduced into the ontology using Protégé. In this work, only the taxonomy of the 

ontology is considered and misused concepts and definitions are detected by using the 

methodology.  Detecting inconsistencies results in 42 issues (concepts with more than one 

parent) that are detected from the taxonomy (ontology skeleton).  27 of them are excluded from 

the list of concepts not relevant to batch control. 10 concepts are reported in this paper, as they 

are normative concepts and lead to different discussions. 
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The rest of the examples are also solved with the subsumed relation approach, which removes 

the unnecessary relations that can be inferred through other relations (e.g. ‘QualityInformation 

is-a Information’, ‘QualityInformation is-a ProductionInformation’ and ‘ProductionInformation 

is-a Information’ at the same time: this is solved by removing the relation from 

QualityInformation to Information since it can be inferred through the ProductionInformation 

concept). Next, the ProcessParameter concept is shown as a specific example presenting no 

problems in Figure 4. In ProcessParameter example, all the relations between the concepts are 

clear and do not lead to any confusion or ambiguity.  

3.2. Analysis of detected inconsistencies from the ontological point of view 

Detected cases are identified and solutions are given in this section. All cases are selected 

from normative concepts with two or more super-concepts where an inconsistency can be 

detected and an outline for explanation of these cases is given as follows: 

(i) The pattern matching has located a set of phrases in the text of ISA88 Standard that define 

or add information to the concept classification. They are shown in Table 2. In the table, 

bold words represent concepts and underlined words represent connectors in the patterns 

except definition pattern, which is depicted with ‘:’. 

(ii) Concept names are distinguished from normal text using CamelCase in this article. 

(iii) Issues related to the selected normative concept from ISA88R2006 are presented in the 

following subsections, see also the corresponding fragments in Table 2. 

(iv) Discussion on the solution after identifying the problem is given and the revised ontology 

view is depicted in a figure.  

Finally, cases are discussed considering ISA882010 if an action has taken for the issues.  

3.2.1. Pruning the BatchControl Concept  

Figure 5 shows how the BatchControl concept concludes with two parents in the ontology 

constructed from the text. These relations are accepted because this is the real idea taken from 

the text of the standard. 
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3.2.2. Pruning the RecipeElement Concept 

Figure 6a shows how RecipeElement pertains to two super-concepts: Representation and 

StructuralEntity. The decision made here is to remove the Representation concept, which is 

detected from Part 4, and to keep the relation with StructuralEntity being used as a synonym of 

Entity concept in ISA88 (shown in Figure 6b). 

3.2.3. Pruning the ControlModule Concept 

Figure 7a shows how the ControlModule concept has two super-concepts: 

GroupingOfEquipment and EquipmentEntity. Other super-concepts of GroupingOfEquipment 

and EquipmentEntity are shown in the graphic in order to have enough information for making a 

decision. Upon inspecting this segment of the ontology, it is clear that many concepts are being 

used as synonyms: PieceOfEquipment, EquipmentEntity, GroupingOfEquipment give the 

impression of different ways of naming Equipment. Instead of just removing these concepts, 

they have been kept, but marked as synonyms in Figure 7b.  

3.2.4. Pruning the Procedure Concept 

Figure 8a shows the ontology segment for the Procedure concept and how this concept 

pertains to two different super-concepts: ProceduralElement and Strategy. The decision here was 

to remove the Strategy concept since control strategy is defined as strategy in the standard 

taxonomy, and ProceduralElement is not at the same level of control strategy. Figure 8b shows 

the results after the pruning phase of the Procedure concept. Additionally, this decision is 

consistent with ISA882010, where the definition has been reformulated removing strategy in 

favor of ProceduralElement. 

3.2.5. Pruning the ControlRecipe Concept 

Figure 9a shows how ControlRecipe pertains to two super-concepts: Data and Recipe. The 

decision here was to remove Data, which comes from Part 4, considering the recipe model is 

modelled in the batch control systems. Figure 9b shows the results after the pruning phase. 
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3.2.6. Pruning the EquipmentModule Concept 

Figure 10a shows the section of the ontology where EquipmentModule is revealed to pertain 

to three super-concepts: FunctionalGroupOfEquipment, LowerLevelEntity and, 

EquipmentEntity. Decisions from the pruning procedure are that EquipmentEntity and 

FunctionalGroupOfEquipment are synonyms of Equipment. LowerLevelEntity is removed since 

it gives ambiguous information. Figure 10b shows the results after the pruning.  

3.2.7. Pruning the UnitProcedure Concept 

Figure 11a shows that UnitProcedure pertains to five super-concepts: ProceduralElement, 

RecipeProceduralElement, ElementsOfBatchProduction, EquipmentProceduralElement, and 

Strategy. In the pruning step, the relation between UnitProcedure and Strategy concepts are 

removed by sticking to the decision made for the ControlStrategy case, and the relation between 

UnitProcedure and ElementsOfBatchProduction is removed since all the concepts in the ISA88 

Standard are considered as ElementsOfBatchProduction. ProceduralElement is a super-concept 

of RecipeProceduralElement and EquipmentProceduralElement concepts and UnitProcedure is 

in the same level of these RecipeProcedural element and EquipmentProceduralElement 

concepts. Finally, the relation between UnitProcedure and ProceduralElement is kept depending 

on the pattern from Part 4 and Procedural Control Model figure (Figure 7 in Part 1) in the 

standard. The revised ontology is depicted in Figure 11b. Furthermore, this is again shown to be 

consistent, since the RecipeProceduralElement and EquipmentProceduralElement concepts are 

no longer included in ISA882010.  

3.2.8. Pruning the Phase Concept 

Figure 12a shows that Phase pertains to three super-concepts: ProceduralControl, 

EquipmentProceduralElement and RecipeProceduralElement. Since the 

RecipeProceduralElement and EquipmentProceduralElement concepts are not part of the 

procedural model in the standard, these relations are removed and a relation to 

ProceduralElement concept is added accordingly. In addition, the 
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SmallestElementOfProceduralControl concept is removed since it gives part-of relation between 

those concepts. As a result, the final decision on the concept is depicted in Figure 12b. 

3.2.9. Pruning the MasterRecipe Concept 

Figure 13a shows how MasterRecipe is simultaneously related to four super-concepts: Data, 

Recipe, Source, and TemplateRecipe. Relations coming from Part 4 (Data and TemplateRecipe) 

are removed from the taxonomy because Part 4 of the standard focuses on batch production 

database records. In addition, the relation to the Source concept (SourceConcept) is removed 

because of the consistency of recipe model. Recipe concept is allowed. Final decision is depicted 

in Figure 13b.  

3.2.10. Pruning the GeneralRecipe Concept 

Figure 14a shows that GeneralRecipe pertains to six super-concepts: Container, Recipe, 

EnterpriseLevelRecipe, CorporateRecipe, EnterpriseWideRecipe, and 

EquipmentIndependentRecipe. Relations extracted from Part 3 contain the GeneralRecipe 

segment and this generates misperception by giving additional descriptions with synonym 

concepts to GeneralRecipe. Other concepts are created as different concepts such as 

EquipmentIndependentRecipe, EnterpriseWideRecipe, EnterpriseLevelRecipe, and 

CorporateRecipe. Since all they represent the same concept, the is-a relations are changed to the 

is-synonym relation. The relation between GeneralRecipe and Container is removed since 

containment leads to part-of relation. Finally, the is-a relation between GeneralRecipe and 

Recipe concepts is kept as shown in Figure 14b.  

4. Guidelines 

Cases in Section 3 show how a topological analysis of the ontological model allows detecting 

inconsistent lexical issues that may undermine the precision of the model to be standardized. As 

another result of this work, this section gives some guidelines to avoid these problems in a 

technical document defining a model. Hence, recommendations can be suggested to improve the 
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development and writing of technical standards. Issues are explained with following logic: (i) 

problem, (ii) guideline, and (iii) example from ISA88. 

Figures: The methodology presented relies on the automatic matching of textual patterns in 

the document. However, figures in a document cannot be processed in this way. The 

development of an automated process to infer semantic models from unprecedented, non-

normative figures are out of the scope of this work, as well as currently unlikely. Thus, an expert 

has to inspect figures manually to extract information from them. In the case of ISA88, the lack 

of a legend in several figures made it difficult to extract information properly. This issue is more 

affecting when arrows of different kind occur in the same figure and no legend explains their 

different meaning (e.g. Figure 11 in [4] is updated in the new version [3] of standards).  

 Guideline: Add textual information to figures (legends, notes) when ambiguity exists.   

Synonymy: Although synonymy is a powerful rhetorical resource of the language, having 

multiple names for the same concept goes against precision and clarity. Terms and particularly 

normative definitions should be strictly followed in standard. For example,  

the case in Section 3.2.6 shows how several names are used for referring to the same concept in 

ISA88: Equipment, GroupingOfEquipment, EquipmentEntity, and PieceOfEquipment. This 

diversity of concept names damages both human comprehension and computer automation.  

 Guideline: All references to the same concept should stick to the chosen name. 

Synonymy should be avoided or explicitly declared especially for the normative concepts.  

Polysemy: Polysemy is the usage of similar names for different concepts. Although it can be 

understood by humans, it is a challenging task for computers. For instance, the concept Phase is 

a procedural element in the procedural model but also RecipePhase exists in the standard, which 

is part of a recipe procedure.  

 Guideline: Use different names for different concepts. 

Adjectives: ISA88 Standard is using adjectives with great care. Qualifier adjectives are likely 

good indicators of an is-a relation between concepts such as ‘ProceduralControl is-a Control’. 
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Procedural is used in 38 different concepts thus creating new concepts for instance, 

ProceduralElement, ProceduralControl, ProceduralHierarchy, ProceduralElementReference. 

More confusing are grade adjectives and comparative adjectives such as used in 

LowerLevelEquipment, since they suggest the existence of possible superclasses 

(LevelEquipment or Equipment), and further relations.  

 Guideline: Avoid using comparative and unnecessary adjectives. 

Adjectives with antonym: Another adjective usage is adjectives creating antonym as used in 

the CommonResource concept, which is also discussed by Fisher and Emerson [51]. These 

adjectives should be used with great care since they create the antonym of the concept and the 

ambiguity arises owing to searching the antonym of the concept.  

Guideline: In order to avoid the ambiguity, adjective usage should limited to determining 

adjectives.  

5. Discussion  

Prior works have documented different ways of producing ontologies or conceptual models. 

They are based on either the exhaustive search of a great amount of noisy data. On the other 

hand, writing technical documents requires a great effort because the intrinsic ambiguity of NL, 

which tends to increase the length of these documents. 

This work is part of the continuing development of methodology for semi-automatic ontology 

construction, aimed at creating domain ontologies in a systematic way using technical standards 

as resource. It contributes an original use of semantic modelling for improving the development 

of automation standards and the subsequent development of automation software, according to 

the standard. Consequently, the main objective of the method is to systematically check the 

consistency of technical documents and provide suggestions for consistency improvement.  

ISA88 Batch Control Standard is used as the case study in this methodology and the issues 

regarding to conceptual modelling that have appeared are now discussed and shared with the 

automation community. Quantitative assessment of the performance of the methodology 
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presented is difficult due to the lack of convenient metrics for quantitative comparison. 

Furthermore, the most significant drawback is the lack of repetitive cases for sampling and 

comparing. However, the paper addressed a comparison between ISA 2006 and 2010 in regard 

of the issues automatically detected by the proposed approach and those issues that were 

detected and improved by a team of experts after a revision procedure.  

As a result, improvement suggestions arisen from the analysis performed in this work are 

compared with the newer version of the standard when it is applicable. On the other hand, 

technical standards appear in many communities, engineering fields and study areas, and this 

methodology may have a significant impact in applications with large sets of models.  

An evolution of different paradigms for standards development was explained in Section 1. 

ISA88 is shown to be an example of the first paradigm, where a team of domain experts meets in 

order to agree a model for a domain model. A mid step of this evolution could be exemplified by 

B2MML [28], a markup language that is based in ISA88 and ISA95. In this case, a team of area 

experts has examined ISA88 and has built an object diagram of concepts and relations together 

with a language for information interchange based in XML or specifications. A first step in this 

evolution towards Paradigm 3 would be those automatic pattern matching processes [37,38] that 

help area experts to build an ontology. This ontology would be more powerful than an object 

model since it allows performing inferences through axioms.  

In third step proposed, an ontology would be constructed in parallel and in coordination with 

a NL text document. The result of this would be twofold: one document for humans to be read 

with a high degree of precision and clearness, and an information resource directly usable by 

computers. There would be no need for a two-step process as in Paradigm 2 where two teams 

meet, first to write a standard, and later to understand it and give an interpretation of it. In 

Paradigm 3, the text and its interpretation would be coordinated and simultaneous. 
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6. Conclusions 

This work has presented a practical and successful technique for building semantic models 

from texts and for detecting inconsistencies in technical documents. Hence, this work has 

described how an ontological analysis of the text of a standard is a powerful tool that can help 

enhancing the precision of the text and speed up the implementation of automation software 

complying the standard, as well as finding a practical implementation to a theoretical study.  

This paper has also presented the ontological analysis of a conceptual model coming from a 

technical standard. The semi-automatic analysis of the ISA88 technical documents has revealed 

modelling questions worth to be considered by the domain experts, such as the interaction 

between written standards and ontological models. Therefore, after explaining the ontological 

analysis in Paradigm 2, Paradigm 3 is suggested to prevent inconsistencies in automated 

applications. Furthermore, some useful guidelines for writing technical standards are given as a 

result of detected issues.   
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Glossary  
ISA88: ISA88 Standard 

ISA88R2006: ISA88 Standard Part 1 (Batch Control Part 1: Models and Terminology) published in 2006 as a revision 

of first version [47] 

ISA882010: ISA88 Standard Part 1 (Batch Control Part 1: Models and Terminology) published in 2010 [3] 

NL: Natural Language 

Part 2: ISA88 Standard Part 2 (Batch Control Part 2: Data Structures and Guidelines for Languages) [48] 

Part 3: ISA88 Standard Part 3 (Batch Control Part 3: General and Site Recipe Models and Representation) [49] 

Part 4: ISA88 Standard Part 4 (Batch Control Part 4: Batch Production Records) [50] 

Table 1. Text and ontology comparison 

Text Ontology 

ambiguity of NL: polysemy, synonymy, ellipsis, 

implicit knowledge 

formal and strict definition of concepts, meanings 

and relations 

need for interpretation (while reading). no need for interpretation  

different interpretation for each human  one interpretation always and for everyone 

written for humans, unusable by computers structured for computers, complex for humans 
 

Table 2. Selected case studies with which part of the standard that they occur 

Case Name Sentence   
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ar

t1
 

R
2

0
0

6
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ar

t 
1

  
 

2
0

1
0
 

O
th

er
  

p
ar

ts
 

Batch Control ‘batch control: Control activities and control functions that...’ Y Y - 

Recipe 

Element 

‘recipe element: a structural entity that …‘ Y N - 

‘A recipe element is a representation of …‘ N N P4 

Control 

Module 

’...equipment entities such as units, equipment modules, and control 

modules.’ 
Y N - 

’...the lower level entities, such as equipment modules and control modules.’ Y Y - 

’control module: The lowest level grouping of equipment …’ Y Y - 

Procedure 
’… the procedural element, such as procedure, …’ N N P4 

’procedure: The strategy …’ Y N - 
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Control 

Recipe 

’…include data such as control recipes, …’ N N P4 

’control recipe: A type of recipe which …’ Y Y - 

Equipment 

Module 

’. . . equipment entities such as units, equipment modules …’ Y N - 

’equipment module: A functional group of equipment that …’ Y Y - 

’… lower level entities, such as equipment modules …’ Y Y - 

Unit 

Procedure 

’...elements of batch production such as campaigns, unit procedures,...’ Y N - 

’… recipe or equipment procedural element smaller than a complete batch, 

such as a unit procedure, …’  
N N P4 

’… procedural element, such as procedure, unit procedure, …’ N N P4 

’unit procedure: A strategy for …’ Y Y - 

Phase 

’Phase The smallest element of procedural control that …’ Y N - 

’… recipe or equipment procedural element smaller than a complete batch, 

such as a unit procedure, operation, or phase.’ 
N N P4 

Master Recipe 

’… data such as control recipes, master recipes, …’ N N P4 

’master recipe: A type of recipe that …’ Y Y - 

’... sources such as other types of schedules, master recipes, ...’ Y Y - 

’A master recipe is a template recipe that …’ N N P4 

General 

Recipe 

’general recipe: A type of recipe that …’ Y Y - 

’The general recipe is an enterprise level recipe that …’ Y N - 

’A general recipe is a container of …’ N N P3 

’A general recipe is a corporate recipe that …’ N N P3 

’A general recipe is an enterprise-wide recipe that …’ N N P3 

’A general recipe is a type of an equipment-independent recipe.’ N N P3 
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Figure 1. Demonstration of explained paradigms 
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Figure 2. General view of the methodology 
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Figure 3. General Produce Overview 
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Figure 4 ProcessParameter Concept and it’s is-a relations 
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Figure 5. Batch Control 
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Figure 6. Recipe Element 
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Figure 7. Control Module 
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Figure 9. Control Recipe 
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Figure 11. Unit Procedure 
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Figure 12. Phase 
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Figure 13. Master Recipe 
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(b) Revised Ontology 
Figure 14. General Recipe 




